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TOP10
GAMES

1. Mario Kart 8
2. Watch Dogs
3. Grand Theft Auto V
4. Wolfenstein: The New Order
5. Fifa 14

6. Minecraft
7. Forza Motorsport 5
8. Dead Rising 3
9. Call Of Duty: Ghosts
10. South Park: The Stick Of Truth

NEW MUSIC
By JIM GELLATLY

ALL SHE KNOWS

DOLLY PARTON
Blue Smoke

WHO: Seb Lim-Seet (vocals/
piano), Ting Tang (Keytar/
vocals), George Cowie (guitar) Ross Macandrew (bass/
vocals), Adam MacEachran
(drums)
WHERE: Glasgow
FOR FANS OF: Maroon 5,
Two Door Cinema Club,
OneRepublic
JIM SAYS: Pumping out
catchy pop-rock anthems,
coupled with how they look,
it’s probably not a surprise
that All She Knows might be
considered a boy band.
What does set them aside
from other acts though is that
they weren’t conceived in a
marketing suite.
Adam said: “Seb worked in
a clothing store in Glasgow. I
popped in to pick up some
new clothes. While paying,
and exchanging my student
card for a discount, he
noticed that I studied music.
“We got chatting and were
soon hanging out. He invited
me to a house party. George,
Ting and Ross were also
there and we got talking
about music.
“After the party we stayed
in touch and decided we
should get together for a jam
one day. As they say, ‘the
rest is history’.”
With a couple of EPs under
their belt, All She Knows
recently released the stunning Why Do I Fall? as a single. It’s easy to see their
appeal to young girls, who
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DOLLY PARTON is best when she keeps it raw, real
and bluegrassy . . . like her early triumphs Jolene
and Coat Of Many Colors.
When she veers into mainstream country pop,
you start forgetting her inimitable larger-than-life
character and what a consummate musician she is.
On Blue Smoke (sadly packaged with a “best of”
to help it sell), there are abundant flashes of the
Dolly we know and love.
The title track, the gorgeous rendition
of Bob Dylan’s Don’t Think Twice and
duets with old sparring partners Willie
Nelson and Kenny Rogers, confirm a
stellar talent still shining bright.
SC

WILLIE NELSON
Band Of Brothers

3.5

SPLIFF-puffing biodiesel fan Nelson was 81 in April
but shows little sign of easing up. On these (mostly)
self-penned songs, he reflects on his advancing
years with a smile on his face or an ache in his heart.
There’s even a song about Wags! The brilliant
Wives & Girlfriends is a classic harmonica-fuelled
romp while I Thought I Left You bears the immortal
lines: “You’re like the measles/You’re
like the whooping cough/I’ve already
had you/So why in heaven’s name can’t
you just get off.”
As ever with Nelson, it’s about phrasing and timing which, as I repeat,
makes him the country Sinatra.
SC

VIKESH KAPOOR

The Ballad Of Willy Robbins

4.5

WITH his shock of dark hair and boyish good looks
allied to deep social conscience, Kapoor draws
comparison with the young Bob Dylan. As the rich/
poor gap ever widens, the Asian American singer is
a compelling new voice of the underdog.
Efforts like Bottom Of The Ladder and The Ballad
Of Willy Robbins are successors to Dylan songs
such as The Lonesome Death Of Hattie
Carroll and Hollis Brown.
There’s real sincerity about these
nine acoustic tracks, rare in the digital
age, from a talent that echoes a bygone
era but for the here and now.
SC

MARY GAUTHIER
Trouble & Love

5

GAUTHIER’S colourful past has involved being a
teenage runaway, a drug addict and a restaurateur.
Life experience is what makes her such an engaging and soulful songwriter and performer.
She came to making music late, her debut album
appearing in her mid-thirties, and this, her seventh,
is a masterclass of thought and expression.
Love and loss are abiding themes
with the world-weary title track bearing
the languid beauty you might find on a
Neil Young or Lucinda Williams record.
Few artists capture their feelings on
record as well as this.
SC

STURGILL SIMPSON

Metamodern Sounds In Country Music
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THE spirit and the sound of Waylon Jennings lives
on in the second solo album from Sturgill Simpson.
It confirms his place as a leading inheritor of
outlaw country music.
This Kentucky-born singer-songwriter who cut his
teeth with the bluegrass band Sunday Valley formed
in 2004 has, since leaving in 2012, carved out a
niche for himself as a purveyor of unapologetic
classic sounding country, albeit with the
occasional trippy interlude.
With a fine set of chops and a neat
way with lyrics, Metamodern surely
ranks among the best in class.
SFO

THERE’S been lots of growing
up since we were last in the
company of Klaxons.

That was nearly four years ago,
when the indie dance trio were
wide-eyed party boys.
Today their eyes are less glassy
and all three look much leaner.
I meet Jamie Reynolds, James
Righton and Simon Taylor-Davis in
a trendy London bar, after their
appearance on high-brow Radio 4
show Loose Ends.
Reynolds says: “We would never
have been invited on a show like
that in the early days.
“We chatted and played acoustically, which is how a lot of the
new songs have been written.”
Righton says it doesn’t seem like
four years since their last release.
He says: “For our third album,
Love Frequency, we’ve gone back to
our old style.
“The album is full of songs that
people can sing along to. They’re
songs full of hooks.”
It’s been seven long years since
Klaxons won the Mercury Music
Prize for their first album Myths Of
The Near Future.
But things didn’t go as well with
their 2010 follow-up album.
Surfing The Void was a No2 hit
and received good reviews but sales
didn’t come close to their debut.
When it came to starting off Love
Frequency, the focus was on writing and producing it as a band.
Righton says: “It was a conscious
decision to make an electronic
album and learn new instruments
to keep ourselves interested.”
Taylor-Davis says: “When it was
time to think about recording, the
band all agreed that our ‘dream producer’ would be Chemical Brother
Tom Rowlands.”
Reynolds adds: “We just wrote
him an email and he said yes,
which was amazing.”
Love Frequency is a return to
form for Klaxons — a dance album
with memorable pop songs.
A New Reality, Children Of The
Sun and There Is No Other Time —
a collaboration with Gorgon City —
are the stand-outs.
Next year the band celebrate
their tenth anniversary. Righton
says: “We’re still here, making

By JACQUI SWIFT
music that pushes things forward
and we don’t sound tired.
“We are really confident in the
music we’re making and I think we
sound new as a band.
“A lot of people liked Klaxons in
2007 and then they disappeared.
Now we’ve got them back.”
Klaxons are a band with a huge
party reputation that often came at
the expense of their music.
Taylor-Davis says: “Recognition
by critics has always been a difficult one for us.”
Righton adds: “It didn’t matter if
we put out The Dark Side Of The
Moon, we weren’t going to be liked
by everyone.”

‘It will blow
everyone’s minds’

The band were credited as
starting nu-rave and fans showed
up to their gigs decked in fluorescent outfits waving glow sticks. Taylor-Davis says: “People still
turn up in funny clothes
and this is probably the
most rave album of them
all.”
In the last few years,
the lads have discovered a
love for running.
Taylor-Davis finished this
year’s London Marathon in
an
impressive
4hrs
20mins and Reynolds
has just run his first
10k race.
Taylor-Davis says:
“I got into it when I
broke up with a longterm girlfriend (he
was
engaged
to
Lovefoxxx from CSS
in 2007). Rather than
going on the sauce, I

would go on the treadmill. And
then I knew two people with prostate cancer, so I decided I’d run the
marathon for the charity.”
Reynolds started running more
recently. He says: “We played a gig
in Poole the other day and after
the gig, instead of looking forward
to ten pints and going out, James
and I did a run in the morning.
“We ran to Bournemouth pier and
back. Half way we ran into Simon
who had already completed his
run.”
Last May, Righton married Hollywood actress Keira Knightley, inset.
He says: “We fell in love but
we’ve both got our careers which
are separate though we both love
and support each other’s work.”
At their wedding in Provence,
Reynolds and Taylor-Davis played
the biggest gig of their lives — by
performing Righton’s favourite song,
Harumi’s What A Day For Me, especially for their friend.
Reynolds says: “We were terrified.
There were a lot of big names in
the room and we didn’t have
a microphone.
“We were trying to sing
and not to cry but it was
beautiful. James had a
smile on his face like I’d
never seen before.
“When I saw that smile
I knew we had done a
good job.”
For the rest of the
year
Klaxons
are
playing
festivals
across Europe before
their own tour in
October.
Reynolds
says:
“We can’t wait as
it’s in 3D. It will
blow
everyone’s
minds.
“We are a better
live band than we’ve
ever been so we’ll
play the new songs
and also the old ones
as if we have just
learnt them.
“Klaxons are better
than ever and we’re
ready to show everyone that.”
l Love Frequency is out
now.

THERE’S
something
special about the
first time you get the
new edition of Fifa.

It’s so good you rarely
stop at one hit. And yet
there’s a slight sense of
being
underwhelmed,
because the Fifa game is so
good, it’s hard to radically
improve it.
There is, as ever, a slight
period of adaptation needed
to acclimatise to the new
tweaks — graphical accuracy
boosted
here,
physics
touched up there.
The biggest changes in
terms of gameplay have been

PREVIEW

FIFA
15

WILDSTAR

PC, £34.99 (first 30 days free)

tend to be pretty passionate
about their music.
Their style and sound has
helped grow the fanbase. A
band like All She Knows are
more accessible as this stage
than chart bands, and there’s
a sense of ownership that the
fans can adopt.
All She Knows have toured
the UK, including performances at the O2 in London
and Glasgow Royal Concert
Hall. Determined to succeed,
they’ve no issues jumping in
a battered old van to fulfil
engagements.
It wasn’t always their intention to veer into pop territory,
but they are an ideal fit. Adam
explained: “The pop structure
of our songs almost came
around by accident.
“When we first started writing together we would just
throw all the jelly at the wall
and see what stuck. One
minute we’d be metal, the
next would be folk mixed with
a little bit of R&B.
“While it was fun for us, it
might have been a bit of a
stretch for an audience to listen to! We decided to start
reining our ideas in a little
and get something more
structured.”
All She Knows appear in
Jim’s Bar at Glasgow QMU
next Friday June 27, and C In
The Park in Kilsyth on Saturday June 28.
MORE: facebook.com/allsheknowsmusic
Q Jim presents Drivetime on XFM
Scotland, Monday to Friday 4-7pm.
xfm.co.uk jimgellatly.com

Listen to the band at:
thescottishsun.co.uk

inspired by opposite ends of
the footballing spectrum.
There’s a real attempt to
recreate the fluidity of Barcelona’s famous tiki-taka style
of play — with a more
nuanced control system the
most pronounced difference
in Fifa 15.
For the first few passes,
you’ll feel more like Bognor
Regis Town than Barcelona
but, once cracked, it offers
the potential for real skill.
The other headline change
is the revamped in-game AI,
where players and teams
react to the context of a
match.
So, if ahead going into the
final few minutes, they’ll
play more conservatively,
influenced by the modern
trend of “parking the bus”.
It’s a nice idea in principle, as it should make the
opposition less predictable.
But, in my short time with
the game, I did worry it was
too exaggerated — computerled teams seeming to go
defensive just after taking
the lead.
But this is the only minor
blemish on a great new
game.
l Fifa 15 will be released on
September 25 and will be
available on PC, PS4, Xbox
One, PS3, and Xbox 360.
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LAUNCHING a new massively
multiplayer online role-playing game is
big business now.
It’s a market that appeals to more
people than ever.
Many will come from established
franchises such as World Of Warcraft,
The Elder Scrolls Online and Final
Fantasy.
Wildstar is the new kid on the block.
From the moment it loads up you’re
invited to a colourful world fighting as
the Dominion or Exiles. Each faction is
struggling to be the stronger one.
XP to boost your character up to
level 50 can be earnt in a number of
ways. You can go it solo and complete
quests or fight in player vs player. As
you level up, more options unlock.
Gameplay is exciting and the
combat is a mix of rotation-based
skills and real-time reactions.
While most MMORPGs will funnel
you through quests, this one lets you
choose a path.
Wildstar is charming and has
gameplay to entertain for hours.

DOWNLOAD FESTIVAL
Donington Park, Leicestershire

IGNITING Britain’s summer of heavy,
Donington overflowed with tens of
thousands of rock fans thirsty for a
taste of 140 bands over three refreshingly dry days.
The Temperance Movement and
Rival Sons shone early doors with
their revivalist rock on the opening
day but the main stage pairing of Rob
Zombie and headliners Avenged
Sevenfold cemented this year’s performance benchmark with epic sets.
Saturday’s highs included stellar
shows from Bring Me The Horizon,

WAYNE ROONEY
SOCCER TRAINING
iOS, £2.99

3

IN the latest twist on the workout
app, you can now have a virtual
footie coach – as the England
star barks out orders.
The training regimes last up to
50 minutes and each begins with
an intro and demo from Rooney.
There are also challenges with
the star striker, of course, demonstrating how it’s done.
Only one workout comes free
though – getting the additional
four will set you back £3.99.
That said, if the app is regularly
updated and has a whole host of
programmes available, there’s
no reason why this can’t become
a valuable training tool.

EAGLES
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Coldrain, Behemoth and Fall Out Boy,
while Linkin Park’s huge Hybrid
Theory throwback sealed the evening.
At least their new tracks provided
useful beer breaks.
While Sunday’s tents spilled out the
extreme sounds of Suicide Silence
and Feed The Rhino, the broader
appeal of We Came As Romans
invaded the second stage.
But it was rock ’n’ roll that crowned
the day with a surprise set from Black
Stone Cherry and Aerosmith’s
stadium-sized, hard-rocking hug closing a fine festival.
RL

Live at The O2, London

TIMELESS . . . Don Henley

HALF way through this marathon,
27-song greatest hits show, Don
Henley chuckled and said: “You’re
looking at a miracle up here.”
Given Henley, Glenn Frey and
Co’s history of chemical excess and
preference for communicating
through lawyers, few would have bet
on them sharing a stage in 2014.
But if the group occasionally
seemed uneasy together, professionalism won through in a show
stuffed with top tunes and stunning
harmonies – even if it lacked spontaneous live excitement. The first half
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brought ex-guitarist Bernie Leadon
back for the mellow country of
Witchy Woman and Tequila Sunrise.
Part two was the slicker, harder
sound of the Joe Walsh years,
including Life In The Fast Lane.
The highlight was Hotel California,
a song about the dark side of the
hippie dream that’s the best thing
they do – perhaps because the
band know more about it than most.
They closed with Desperado,
Henley’s ageless voice proving
while the Eagles’ heyday was the
70s, the music is timeless.
SJC

